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Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) represents a clean electrochemical energy conversion technology with characteristics of high conversion efficiency and low emissions. It is one of
the most important new energy technologies in the future. However, the manufacture
of SOFCs based on the structure of anode/electrolyte/cathode is complicated and
time-consuming. Thus, the cost for the entire fabrication and technology is too high to
be affordable, and challenges still hinder commercialization. Recently, a novel type of
electrolyte-free fuel cell (EFFC) with single component was invented, which could be
the potential candidate for the next generation of advanced fuel cells. This paper briefly
introduces the EFFC, working principle, performance, and advantages with updated
research progress. A number of key R&D issues about EFFCs have been addressed,
and future opportunities and challenges are discussed.
Keywords: fuel cell, single component/layer fuel cell, electrolyte (layer)-free, research progress, solid oxide
fuel cell

INTRODUCTION
Energy crisis and environmental pollution continue to challenge all countries around the world in
terms of both the global economy and the planetary environment (Zhang and Cooke, 2010). Fossil
energy, which can meet the demand of human energy consumption, will release SO2, NOx, CO, CO2,
and other toxic substances. All these emissions will seriously harm the environment. Meanwhile, the
utilized efficiency of fossil energy is not high enough, and the fossil resources themselves are limited
and not renewable. However, fuel cells (FCs), as one of the most important energy technologies,
can convert chemical energy from fossil fuels to electricity by electrochemical reaction. It increases
efficiency up to 40–80%, which is very promising without being limited by the Carnot cycle (Dufour,
1998). The characteristics of cleanliness, quietness, and high efficiency, delivered by FCs, make
it possible to be one of the most effective methods to resolve the environmental pollution from
fossil fuel combustion. Among all types of FCs, SOFC, and proton exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFC) are considered to be the most promising technologies in stationary and transportation
applications (Yi, 1998).
Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is a kind of FC that can operate at high temperatures between 500 and
1000°C. The advantages of SOFC include high efficiency, multi-fuel flexibility, environment-friendly,
lower material cost, long service life, and so on. The core part is the three-layered structure of anode,
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electrolyte [yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ)], and cathode as
shown in Figure 1A. Today, the YSZ electrolyte SOFCs still face
commercialization challenges due to high costs. Removal of the
electrolyte layer could provide a completely new technology that
would be simple and most cost-effective. Recently, an electrolyte
(layer)-free fuel cell (EFFC) was invented. It exhibits a new energy
conversion technology (Zhu et al., 2011a,b). The novel structure
of EFFC is shown in Figure 1B. Of primary importance is that
EFFC maintains the core function of traditional SOFC to convert
chemical energy from fuel to electricity. However, the single layer
structure of EFFC is significantly different from the conventional
three-layer structure.

YSZ. The electrolyte is employed here to separate oxidant (oxygen)
from reductant (fuel) and facilitate the transfer of ions (O2−), as
shown in Figure 2A. The electrolyte is the key component of this
structure. Unlike the SOFC structure, there is no macroscopic
electrolyte in EFFCs. The structure of EFFC is a homomorphous
layer that is constituted by a mixture of semiconductor and
oxygen ion conductor. Its working temperature ranges from
300 to 600°C. The different working principle of EFFC has been
presented by Zhu et al. (2011c, 2012).
It can be seen from Figure 2B that the EFFC fuel is oxidized
and electrons are released at the anode (fuel side). At the cathode
(air side), oxygen (oxidant) is reduced to oxygen ions (O2−), which
combine with electrons from external circuit to generate electricity. Hydrogen is employed here to explain this electrochemical
process of the EFFC.
In proton conduction case:

ELECTROLYTE (LAYER)-FREE FUEL CELL
The Working Principle of EFFC

Traditional FC is constructed by three layers – a typical anode–
electrolyte–cathode structure. The porous anode and cathode are
separated by an electrolyte that is composed of dense solid oxide

At the hydrogen-contacting side:
H 2 → 2 H + + 2e −

FIGURE 1 | Structures between (A) SOFC and (B) EFFC, or called single component.

FIGURE 2 | Comparison of working principle between (A) SOFC and (B) EFFC, or called single component.
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At the air (O2)-contacting side:
+

stability among the anode, electrolyte, and cathode, which
have different material components. These present a serious
SOFC technology challenge resulting in high cost as well.
However, there is only one layer in the EFFC. Hence, losses
or thermal stress problem from the interface can be avoided
here. This ensures the long-term stability of the EFFCs.
(iii) Electrolyte (layer)-free fuel cells fabricated by multifunctional nanocomposite materials include oxygen ion
conductor and semiconductor. Ionic conductivity of the cell
materials is enhanced greatly for oxygen ion conducts on the
surface of the cell and in itself, simultaneously. Meanwhile,
there exists a synergistic effect established among the ions,
electrons, holes between n-type or p-type semiconductor,
and oxygen ion conductor. It helps to prevent short-circuit
current and improve ionic conductivity of the single cell.
This directly reduces the working temperature of the cell and
provides a chance for introducing a wide range of materials.

−

1 / 2O 2 + 2 H + 2e → H 2O
In oxide ion conducting case:
At the hydrogen-contacting side:
H 2 + O 2 − → H 2O
At the air (O2)-contacting side:
1 / 2O 2 + 2e − → O 2 −
It is also common that the single layer may conduct both
proton and oxide ions, in this case:
At the hydrogen-contacting side:
H 2 → 2 H + + 2e −

Technical Developments on EFFCs

“Three in one” single layer materials are the key to realize the
EFFCs with semiconductor-ion conductivities, which can integrate all anode, electrolyte, and cathode functions into one. In
particular, a single layer is constituted by semiconductor materials
(n-type or p-type) and oxygen ion conductor composite materials (Zhu et al., 2011e). At present, exploring new multi-function
nanocomposites are one of the main research activities of EFFCs.

At the air (O2)-contacting side:
1 / 2O 2 + 2e − → O 2 −
To all the above cases, the overall electrochemical reaction in
the EFFC is the same as the common FC process:
H 2 + 1 / 2O 2 → H 2O

Materials for EFFCs

The electrochemical process of FC can be further construed as
H+ transfering from anode to cathode or as O2− migrating from
cathode to anode. Transportation of O2− in traditional SOFC
occurs at the electrolyte between anode and cathode. More
specifically, ionic conduction can be enhanced and conducted on
the particles’ surface (Veldsink et al., 1995; Suzuki et al., 2005),
which is used in the EFFC device with co-ionic H+/O2− transport.
This device is named as EFFC according to the new principle.
The preparation technology of EFFC is very simple. Only one
component is required, which can be fabricated by the mixture
of electrode (anode and cathode) and electrolyte, the so-called
“Three in one,” highlighted by Nature Nanotechnology (Zhu,
2011). Different from the traditional SOFC constructed by threelayer anode–electrolyte–cathode, this new device with single
component/layer can effectively convert fuel to electricity.

At present, most of the EFFC materials are based on composite
types consisting of two types of constituent materials, i.e., (1)
oxide ionic conductors, e.g., Sm2O3-doped CeO2 (SDC) or
Gd2O3-doped CeO2 (GDC) and various ceria-based composites
and (2) semiconducting materials, e.g., various transition element metal oxides, e.g., Ni, Cu, Fe, Zn, etc., and their complex or
composite types. Recent research shows that the electrochemical
performance strongly depends on the properties of the constituent materials, stoichiometric proportions, compositions between
the constituent ion and semiconductor, their morphology and
microstructure as well as experimental conditions.

Oxide Ion Conductors

Sm2O3-Doped CeO2. At present, chemical co-precipitating
method and sol–gel method are mainly carried out in the preparation of SDC. The SDC powder materials within nanoscale were
synthesized by one step co-precipitation method (Zhu et al.,
2011b). The raw materials of Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O and Sm(NO3)3⋅6H2O
were used (Xia et al., 2012) to prepare the SDC powder materials. In sol–gel process, both ceria and samarium nitrate hydrates
formed a mixture solution of Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O and Sm2O3, the
solid citric acid was added into with vigorous stirring at 60–70°C
until turning to the gel. The gel was sintered at 800°C to obtain
the SDC powder materials by grinding.

Advantages of EFFCs

Electrolyte (layer)-free fuel cell is a new energy conversion device
showing many advantages that cannot be obtained by traditional
SOFC since their operation mechanisms are different (Zhu, 2011,
Zhu et al., 2011d, 2013a; Fan et al., 2012, 2013). In brief, some
special merits of EFFC can be summarized as follows:
(i) The manufacturing cost is significantly reduced due to its
simple structure and preparation method.
(ii) The interfaces of the electrolyte/the anode and the electrolyte/
the cathode contribute to major polarization losses in the
traditional three-layer structure. In addition, the three-layer
device requests strict thermal compatibility and chemical
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Gd2O3-Doped CeO2. Apart from SDC, GDC is another material for EFFC. The GDC powder materials were obtained by
using carbonate co-precipitation method (Zhu et al., 2011a).
Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O and Gd(NO3)3⋅6H2O (Ce3+:Gd3+ = 9:1) were
3
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Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O via a solid-state reaction. Then, the semiconductor material LiNiZn-oxide was mixed with GDC to fabricate the
EFFC. The maximum power outputs reached 300–600 mW/cm2
at 450–550°C. The maximum output power could reach 700 mW/
cm2, when it was further doped by the oxidation–reduction
catalyst Fe (Zhu et al., 2011b). The LiNiZnO2−δ–SDC composite
materials achieved the maximum power output of the EFFC
device with up to 600 mW/cm2 at 550°C (Zhu et al., 2011c). The
total conductivity of LiNiZnO2−δ–SDC-mixed materials of ion
conductor and semiconductor is up to 0.1–1 S/cm.
The ceria–carbonate materials were also used to get semiconductor-ion single layer materials. The maximum power output
of EFFCs could reach 700 mW/cm2 at 550°C (Zhu et al., 2011e)
by mixing LiNiCuZnFe-oxide and Na2CO3–SDC (NSDC) composite. The maximum power output of EFFC obtained by mixing
LiNiCuSr-oxide and MgZnDC, according to a certain mass ratio,
can reach 600 mW/cm2 at 550°C. Its open circuit voltage (OCV)
is up to 1.02 V at the same temperature (Hu et al., 2014). Xia
et al. (2011) has developed Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6-δ (SFM) and NSDC
in a certain mass ratio as the single layer material for the EFFC.
They reported that to achieve the best device performance the
electronic and ionic conductivities must be closely matched, so
30% mass of SFM was able to achieve the best performance of the
maximum power output of 360 mW/cm2 at 750°C. This result is
in agreement to the earlier studies as reported by Xia et al. for the
SDC–LiNiZn-oxide single layer conductivities by adjusting the
manipulation of concentration rations of ionic SDC to electronic
conductors LiNiZn-oxide. They found that the single layer containing 30% mass of LiNiZn-oxide exhibits an almost uniform
distribution of the two constituent components to establish a
balance between the ionic and electronic conductors (Xia et al.,
2012). Hei et al. (2014) investigated a composite of a perovskite
oxide proton conductor (BaCe0.7Zr0.1Y0.2O3−δ and BCZ10Y20) and
alkali carbonates (2Li2CO3:1Na2CO3 and LNC). The cell shows a
maximum power density of 957 mW/cm2 at 600°C with hydrogen
as the fuel and oxygen as the oxidant. The summary of the typical
performance demonstrated by various EFFCs are presented in
Table 1.

first dissolved in deionized water to form a mixed solution. Then,
Na2CO3 was added into this solution by vigorous stirring to form
white precipitate at 120°C. The precipitating precursor was further subjected to washing and drying. The GDC powder materials
can be obtained after sintering it at 800°C.
Modified and Doped Nanomaterials Based on SDC and GDC. Hu
et al. (2014) had prepared MgZn–SDC materials by chemical
co-precipitation method. Mg(NO3)2⋅6H2O and Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O
were used in the co-precipitation process for nanometer material preparation. The cost of this material has been further
reduced by introducing Mg and Zn contents. Zhu et al. (2014)
had prepared GDC–KAlZn (KAZ) materials by two-step coprecipitating method. They first dissolved Ce(NO3)3⋅6H2O and
Gd(NO3)3⋅6H2O(Ce3+:Gd3+ = 4:1) in deionized water to get the
properly distributed mixture in solution. A 0.5M Na2CO3 solution
was gradually added into the mixed solution while it was stirring
at 120°C. The white precipitate was formed. Following filtrating,
washing, and drying processes, a GDC precursor was obtained. In
parallel, KAlZn composite was also prepared by co-precipitation
method. Al(NO3)3⋅9H2O and Zn(NO3)2⋅6H2O (Al3+:Zn2+ = 4:3)
were dissolved in deionized water, and K2CO3 was selected as a
precipitant agent to form the co-precipitation. The GDC precursor was added and then dried at 150°C. The GDC–KAlZn (KAZ)
precursor was thus obtained. After washing, filtrating, drying,
and then sintering at 800°C for 4 h, the GDC–KAlZn (KAZ)
nanocomposite materials were obtained.
Semiconducting Materials Up to now, semiconductor materials
(n-type or p-type) for EFFCs are selected among those transition
metal oxides, e.g., NiO, CuO, FeOx, ZnO, and CoOx-doped LiNiO2
or further complex or composite metal oxide materials. The first
semiconductor material, LiNiO2, was reported (Zhu et al., 2011a)
by using LiOH and Ni(NO3)2⋅6H2O. Then, the composite was
prepared by mixing semiconductor materials LiNiO2 with GDC
to fabricate the EFFC device. The maximum power output had
reached 450 mW/cm2 at 550°C. Next, LiNiZn-oxide was processed and adopted by sintering Li2CO3, NiCO3⋅2Ni(OH)2⋅6H2O,
TABLE 1 | Overview of EFFC performances.
No. Performance

Temperature Article
(°C)

1

360 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)

750

2

600 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)
10 × 10−2 S/cm (total
conductivity)
450 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)
700 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)
600 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)
700 mW/cm2 (maximum
power output)

550

3
4
5
6
7

600
550
550
550
550
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Single layer fuel cell based on a composite of
Ce0.8Sm0.2O2−δ–Na2CO3 and a mixed ionic and electronic
conductor Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6−δ
Fabrication of electrolyte-free fuel cell with Mg0.4Zn0.6O/
Ce0.8Sm0.2O2−δ–Li0.3Ni0.6Cu0.07Sr0.03–O2−δ layer
Electrical conductivity optimization in electrolyte-free fuel
cells by single component Ce0.8Sm0.2O2−δ–Li0.15Ni0.45Zn0.4 layer
A fuel cell with a single component functioning
simultaneously as the electrodes and electrolyte
A single component fuel cell reactor
An electrolyte-free fuel cell constructed from one
homogenous layer with mixed conductivity
Single component and three-component fuel cells

4

Key materials

Journal

Year

Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6−δ
(SFM) and NSDC

Journal of Power
Sources

2014

LiNiCuSr-oxide and
MgZnDC
SDC–LNZ oxides

Journal of Power
Sources
RSC Advances

2014

LiNiZn-oxide was
mixed with GDC
Doped the oxidation–
reduction catalyst Fe
LiNiZnO2−δ-SDC

Electrochemistry
Communications
International Journal
of Hydrogen Energy
Advanced Functional
Materials
Journal of Power
Sources

LiNiCuZnFe-oxide
and Na2CO3–SDC
(NSDC)

2012
2011
2011
2011
2011
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CRITICAL ISSUES ON EFFC

The effect of porosity on the reaction depth is given in Figure 4.
The reaction depth of O2 is in the range of 0.6–1.4 × 1.0−6 m with the
porosity of 0.2–0.5. For H2, it is in the range of 2.1–5.3 × 1.0−5 m.
It is shown that the reaction depth, both of H2 and O2, increase
with porosity. However, all of them are far below the thickness
of EFFC, which is in the microscale/10−3 m level. It is decisively
proven that there is no risk of explosion under the given operating
conditions.
Therefore, the EFFC security level is very high according to the
calculations. In addition, there is a quenching distance so that the
explosion cannot occur if the distance between the oxygen and
hydrogen molecule is smaller than a certain separation distance.
According to Janicke et al. (2000), this quenching distance is

The first critical issue is to address whether penetration of the fuel
(H2) and oxidant (air) through the single layer material causes
any electrochemical leakage due to H2/O2 thermal combustion.
In this case, first, the security of the EFFC is of concern; the
second is the electronic short-circuiting problem, by using the
homogenously mixed semiconductor-ionic single layer material
instead of the purely ionic-conducting electrolyte layer between
the anode and cathode.

Non-Potential Safety Hazard

A separate layer of dense electrolyte is crucial for traditional
FC. However, the dense electrolyte is not a must as long as it is
gas tight, which can prevent gas penetration through it. Here,
a major question is concerned: can oxygen and hydrogen pass
through the porous single layer device and react directly to
cause electrochemical leakage and potentially an explosion?
The feasibility of eliminating the potential of explosion is a
must for EFFC commercialization. Security level is determined
by operating conditions, porosity, catalytic activity, and other
features of EFFC. Liu et al. (2012) developed a dynamic model
of anode and cathode reactions based on electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to assess the performance of
EFFCs. The security issue had been analyzed by using the
single layer EFFCs by supplying the oxidant and fuel under the
situation of open circuit conditions and operating conditions,
respectively. The experimental and theoretical results show that
the safety of EFFC is guaranteed. Assuming that porosity is
equal to 0.5, define the torsion resistance τ is ϵ/τ = ϵ1.5, under
a standard atmospheric pressure. The reaction depth of anode
is 5.3–1.0 × 10−5 m and cathode is 1.4–0.25 × 10−6 m when the
current is changed from 100 to 2000 mA⋅cm−2, as shown in
Figure 3.

FIGURE 4 | The effect of porosity on the reaction depth in the EFFC
device. [Permission from Liu et al. (2012). Available from: http://pubs.rsc.
org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2012/RA/c2ra20694c].

FIGURE 3 | The curve about the depth of fuel side and air side changes, if the current changes under different current conditions; the porosity is
equal to 0.5 and the thickness of the single cell is equal to 0.5 × 10−3 m. [Permission from Liu et al. (2012). Available from: http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/
ArticleLanding/2012/RA/c2ra20694c].
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1 mm. However, EFFC is a device constructed in basis of nanostructure. Its pore diameter is up to dozens of nanometer. The
maximum micro-distance between the oxygen and hydrogen is
far less than the quenching distance in a millimeter level. Hence,
it is impossible to explode, even though they have met inside the
EFFC device.

(Singh et al., 2013). In this situation, a spatial n–p junction could
be established, after the fuel and oxidant were supplied over the
single layer device. Hydrogen is decomposed into protons and
electrons on the surface of n-type semiconductor when inserting
the H2 and O2 into the device. Meanwhile, oxygen receives electrons and forms oxygen ion at the surface of p-type semiconductor. More removable negative and positive charges are generated
in areas of n-type and p-type semiconductor nanoparticles,
respectively. A dynamic space-charge region may be re-formed
between them and then internal electric field is generated similar
to the traditional p–n junction. The space-charge region has two
functions. The first is maintaining the electro dynamic potential
of EFFC to ensure the output of electricity. The second is generating p–n junction, which can prevent electron produced at fuel
side migrating to air side. It can also prevent the short-circuit
current. Thus, the scientific principle is similar to solar cell.
There is still something unique for this single layer FC when
compared with solar cell. Also, p–n junction is dynamic in EFFC,
but static in solar cell. Spatial distribution of p–n junction is
dependent on the composition of the atmosphere. We will give
a more complete description about EFFC, including synergy
problems of electron, ion, hole and proton, and the dynamic
distribution of p–n junction, by updating the latest development
in these regards.

Short-circuit Issue and Rectification Effect

Electrolyte (layer)-free fuel cell worked as electron-blocking
layer. Does electron produced from fuel side pass through the
EFFC single layer device and arrive to the air side? Hence, is there
a short-circuit or electrochemical leakage current? As reported in
literature, OCVs of the EFFC are higher than that using the pure
ionic ceria, e.g., SDC electrolyte FC. These results do not support
the existence of the short-circuit current.
The rectification effect for the junction was observed for the
EFFC device, which is clearly seen in the measured I–V curve
when applying a bias voltage within –5 to +5 V range, as shown
in Figure 5. All measurements were taken under the device OCV
(open circuit condition) by supplying H2/air. The rectification
effect is decreased with increasing the ionic component of NSDC.
These results provide evidence that the SJFC single layer device
shows the junction barrier in the presence of the constituent
semiconducting material phase in the single layer device.
The single layer is constituted by semiconductor-ionic material acting as an electron-blocking layer. Actually, under the FC
conditions, supplying the H2 and air, respectively, from both sides
of the single layer device, there will form an n-type conducting
zone in H2-contacting side, and p-type conducting zone in the air
side because the semiconducting transition metal oxides possess
amphoteric properties, i.e., the transition metal oxide can behave
with n-type conductivity in reducing atmosphere and as p-type
conductor in oxidant environment due to their defect properties

Latest Progress on Scientific
Studies of EFFCs

The invention of EFFC initiated a new scientific research frontier. However, the understanding of the electrochemistry in the
existing FCs is not explicit, e.g., a key issue is how to prevent the
electron passing through the device without using the electrolyte
separator. The second issue is how to avoid short-circuit and
electrochemical leakage when the mixing semiconductor and
ionic-conducting layer are both introduced into the single layer. It
is known that the mixed ionic and electronic conductors (MIECs)
developed for SOFCs cannot replace the electrolyte. Otherwise,
the short-circuiting problem will cause serious device OCV and
power output losses (Eguchi et al., 1992; Riess et al., 1996; Shen
et al., 2014). The true situation in the EFFCs is very different
from the MIEC behavior, because the EFFC does not show OCV
loss in a proper composition range of doped ceria ionic materials and semiconductor compared to the pure ionic-doped ceria
electrolyte device, which usually exhibits rather lower OCV of
0.85–0.9 V due to the ceria-based electrolyte reduced electronic
conduction. It was overcome in EFFCs using the doped ceria
mixed with semiconductor materials. In our latest development,
we have used the Sm-Ca co-doped ceria (SCDC), which has a
high O2− conductivity of 0.12 S/cm at 700°C (Banerjee et al., 2007)
and perovskite La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ (LSCF), a p-type semiconductor that is one of the most promising SOFC cathodes due to
its decent electrocatalytic properties for redox reactions (Esquirol
et al., 2004), high electrical (p-type) conductivity, e.g., 230 S/cm
at 900°C (Jiang, 2002) as well as good oxygen ion conductivity
(0.1 S/cm at 800°C) (Kostogloudis and Ftikos, 1999).
Figure 6 shows typical I–V and I–P characteristics for this
device compared to the pure ionic-doped ceria electrolyte device,
which was fabricated using conventional FC anode/electrolyte/

FIGURE 5 | The device I–V measured for the SJFC devices with
various compositions under applied bias voltages. wt% represents the
percentage of NSDC in NSDC–LCN composite, wt = 16, 20, 40, 60, 100.
[Permission from Zhu et al. (2015). Available from: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.
com/wol1/doi/10.1002/aenm.201401895/full].
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FIGURE 6 | Typical I–V and I–P characteristics for LSCF–SCDC fuel cells in comparison to the fuel cell using the ionic SCDC electrolyte.

cathode configuration. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the
OCV increased from pure ionic conductor SCDC electrolyte
device 0.85 V up to 1.1 V at 45% LSCF:55% SCDC. Increasing
the weight ratio of LSCF does not cause the OCV and power
loss but increased significantly from pure SCDC at 300 mW/cm2
up to 496 mW/cm2 at 40% LSCF:55% SCDC. Though the OCV
is somewhat lower than 0.94 V, it is still higher than that of the
SCDC fuel cell 0.85 V, and the power output of the device with
55% LSCF: 45% SCDC raises to 798 mW/cm2, see Figure 6. These
facts, excluding the SCDC case, are in strong disagreement to the
MIEC, which would have acted as a membrane instead of the
electrolyte, and would cause significant losses in both voltage and
power of the assembled device (Eguchi et al., 1992; Riess et al.,
1996; Shen et al., 2014). This has been also proved by using the
SCDC electrolyte due to its MIEC behavior in FC environment.
But in the LSCF–SCDC membrane, we can see clearly that the
incorporation of electronic (hole) conduction into the SCDC to
form the semiconductor-ion membrane resulted in much better
performance. It indicates a completely new phenomenon because
of the unique LSCF–SCDC materials, which may be defined as a
new type of functional semiconductor-ionic material. To the best
of our knowledge, the semiconductor-ionic material has not been
reported in literature so far.
Understanding the scientific principle, the underlying processes have been recently investigated. The device is activated by
fuel. Charge carrier (e−) is activated by fuel. When a proton (H+)
is formed, an electron is produced at the same time. Negative and
positive charges are generated on the surface of air side and fuel
side, respectively. The junction between them becomes depleted
of charges/carriers, i.e., non-conduction. Consequently, a cell
potential is generated, and electric energy can be taken out the
Frontiers in Energy Research | www.frontiersin.org

FIGURE 7 | EFFC built on the BHJ structure and working principle.
[Permission from Zhu et al. (2013a). Available from: http://www.sciencedirect.
com/science/article/pii/S2211285513000827].

device. The device functions based on nano-redox processes, as
described by the formation of bulk heterojunction structures
(BHJ). The energy band difference between the n and p semiconductors allows the charge separation at particles to prevent
the electron crossing over internally to avoid the short-circuit
problem (Figure 7) (Zhu et al., 2013b).
Also, Schottky junction has been discovered for the EFFC
device. A potential or barrier can be built up at the interface
between a metal and an n- or p-type semiconductor, known
as the Schottky junction device (Mönch, 1994). Such device is
preferably built only on p-type of semiconductor. In this case,
it is a compatible anode metal, e.g., Ni or its alloy reduced from
FC operation at H2 side, on the semiconductor surface, typically, p-type semiconducting oxide, e.g., LiNiO-based oxide, as
reported (Zhu et al., 2015) in a Schottky type contact/junction.
Such junction can directly prevent the electrons crossing over the
junction to avoid the short-circuiting problem due to its built-in
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FIGURE 9 | p–n junction type EFFC working principle (black ball:
e− charge; white ball: hole charge; green ball+: H+; purple ball=: O2=;
blue and red balls simply semiconductor-ionic material).

FIGURE 8 | The EFFC with the Shottky junction barrier built on p-type
semiconductor and working principle (black ball: e− charge; white
ball: hole charge; green ball+: H+; purple ball=: O2=; blue and red balls
simply semiconductor-ionic material).

device OCV. Moreover, the built-in field can actually promote the
O2− across over the junction, i.e., at the anode zone. Differing
from the conventional FCs, the working principle here is unique
in combining semiconductor physics and electrochemistry.

field or Schottky junction barrier. The working principle for such
type EFFC device is presented in Figure 8.
The bilayer EFFC device was discovered before Zhu et al.
(2011e). At that time, no knowledge about the semiconductor
junction was possessed, though it was constructed by using
LiNiCuZn (Fe)-oxide material mixed with the electrolyte,
Sm0.2Ce0.8O2−x (SDC), and perovskite cathode Ba0.6Sr0.4Co0.85Fe0.15O
(BSCF) (p-type) mixed with SDC were employed without using
the electrolyte layer. More than 500 mW/cm2 power output was
achieved at 550°C, which is comparable with the performance
achieved for conventional anode LiNiCuZn (Fe)/electrolyte
(SDC)/cathode (BSCF) electrolyte-based FC. Now, it is recognized in retrospect as EFFC that is based on p–n junction principle, where LiNiCuZn (Fe) reduced by H2 in FC operation forms
the n-conducting layer, and thus the bilayer is actually the n–p
device configuration. It is well known that p–n junction forms
the depletion zone, which can prevent the electronic conduction
only in one direction transport, i.e., diode effect (Constantinescu
et al., 1973). The working principle for such type EFFC device is
presented in Figure 9.
The scientific principle and underlying processes can be further understood by combining semiconducting and energy band
theories. Using the LSCF–SCDC device case as the example, the
energy band alignment between the LSCF and NCAL can block
the electron in anode injecting into LSCF. Such well-aligned band
level enables the creation of a new mechanism to prevent the
semiconductor-ionic membrane device from short-circuiting and
promote charge flows, and the ion transport and charge transfer
more directly rather than the use of the electrolyte separator in
the FC. On the other hand, the NCAL can be reduced at the anode
side, to form Ni–Co metal surface; thus, a Schottky junction
may be established between the metal layer and semiconductor
material LSCF. The built-in field directs from the metal to LSCF
(p-type), which can prevent the electrons passing through the
interface between metal/LSCF–SCDC and hence establishes the

Frontiers in Energy Research | www.frontiersin.org

OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES
FOR EFFC
Reviewing the history of the FC for over 170 years, basic technology and breakthrough are not enough to conquer the technical
challenges, hence delaying the commercialization. Eventual
barrier is caused or limited by the materials and the three-layer
device structure. The appearance of EFFC could be not only a
breakthrough but also a revolution in the FC sector. First, we
overcome the inherent model that ionic conduction only happens in the electrolyte. The nanocomposite porous super ionic
conduction material is built where ions can conduct both in the
internal and on the surface to make it fast in transport and charge
transfer to realize effectively the redox reaction for power generation. Second, the latest EFFC developments have realized much
better power output that that from traditional structure SOFCs.
Electrolyte (layer)-free fuel cell was invented in 2010 and
provides a new direction for FCs and SOFCs with new commercialization opportunity. It was selected as research highlight
on Nature Nanotechnology in 2011 and named as “three in one”
(Zhu, 2011). Introducing FC with high efficiency, zero/low emission and low noise into applications early and in large scale is
of great importance. It is not only the demand of energy crisis
but also for addressing environmental and low carbon emission
issues. New science and energy technologies are urgently needed.
EFFC semiconductor-ionic materials that can integrate FC all
anode, electrolyte, and cathode functions have been invented and
developed successfully. It has great potential in the competition
of market issues. It is estimated that a cost of 100$/kW is feasible.
The EFFC science and technology are expected to have wide
application, e.g., other fuel cell technologies, not only for SOFCs,
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but also for other electrochemical devices, Fe–air, Al–air, Li–air
batteries etc., super-capacitor, electrolysis, photoelectrochemical
devices etc. It will exert great influence on the science, technology,
and economy.

long-term development demanding of science and technology,
research activities about EFFC is expanding.
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